
Wednesday May 1, 2024 
 
 

 Prayer Partner Weekly Update 
In making every effort to love and respect those who make prayer requests, it is our desire as a Church to 
provide any and all information (for which we have been given permission to share) so that we can pray 
faithfully for the needs and requests of others. Our heart is to make sure all are lifted up in prayer, but also 
to respect the privacy of those who wish to keep certain information confidential. 
In this light, when making prayer requests, it is important to let us know if any information is confidential 
and should not be shared with the general public.  Please know that you are loved, respected, and prayed 
for by your church family. 
 
 
Deaths: 
None Reported 
  
Hospital: 
Brittney Ellis: long term medical issues.   
 
Flora Holland: aunt of Jim Rush, cancer patient.    
 
Tommy Hutchins: brother of Johnny Hutchins.  
 
Jim Melvin: complication and health issues from treatments.  
 
Jackie Tucker: daycare worker, had a stroke Monday morning.    
 
Others: 
Ray Allen: Teacher at TACA. Cancer pressing on his right kidney, blockage preventing being able 
to have stints. Waiting insurance approval to change treatment. 

Doug Altizer: undergoing treatment.  

Charles Brush: father of Nikki Stevens, home with care.  

Robert Carrier: brother of Peggy Phipps, dealing with a kidney stone. To have an endoscopy Fri. 
May 17th 
 
Clay Gamble: recovering from heart attack. Doing really well.    
 
Dennis Hutton: outpatient esophagus surgery scheduled for Mon. 5/6/24.  
 
Jewel Hutton: at Waters of Bristol for physical therapy.  
 
Lewis & Nancy Moody: Lewis going for test Mon. 5/6/24 unless an earlier appointment 
becomes available.  
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Larry Murray: brother of Reva Mitchell, has been accepted by the Mayo Clinic in Florida.  
 
Eric Ringley: at home recovering from gallbladder surgery.  
 
Bonnie Rein: recovering from eye surgery she had yesterday. She is scheduled to have surgery 
on her hand Fri. May 10th.  
 
Axel Shipplett: grandson of Jennie Shipplett, and Steve Shipplett.   
 
Luke Trammell: young friend of Noah Wheeler, broke his collar bone.  
 
Meghan Vest: daughter of Debbie Perry recovering from extensive back surgery. Transferred to 
Kessler Rehabilitation in West Orange NJ.  
 

  

 

 

 

 

Due to patient privacy rights, Ballad Health can no longer provide patient status, and will not be able 
to look up TABC for members that may be a patient. Ballad staff will check patient status if we have a 
“name” for them to check. Therefore, we will need to rely on our members, family, and friends to let 
us know if someone is in the hospital and needs to be added to our prayer list.  

 


